KS3 Assessment Without Levels
With the introduction of assessment
without levels, Maricourt has introduced
an assessment system at Key Stage 3
which is based on flight paths and
bronze, silver and gold assessments.

Flight Paths
Pupils in years 7, 8 & 9 have been placed on one of three flight paths for each subject, this is based
on prior attainment (KS2 scores). In each subject higher ability pupils are placed on flight path 3
which should prepare them for the higher target grades at KS4, middle ability pupils have been
placed on flight path 2 and lower ability pupils on flight path 1.
Fig. 1 (below) shows the expected progression route for each of the three flight paths starting in year
7.
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Subject Progress Proformas
Each subject has mapped out the skill and knowledge requirements for each flight path within each
year group on a progress grid like the one below in figure 2.
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History

Pupils will be assessed against the requirements of the flight path that they are on with a bronze
silver or gold judgement. Fig. 3 (below) shows that a gold judgement indicates that the pupil has
displayed advanced understanding/advanced skills; a silver judgement indicates a secure degree of
understanding/secure skills, whereas a bronze judgement within a particular flight path indicates
that understanding/skills are only at an emerging stage.
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Targets
Within each flight path pupils have been assigned a target; targets are either Silver or Gold and again
are set using prior attainment data within the flight path.
Progress
The flight path system is different from the previous system of national curriculum levels in that
there is no expectation that pupils will move rapidly through each stage. It is perfectly feasible that a
pupil will be assessed as silver (secure) throughout the course of a school year, or indeed the whole
key stage and be progressing well.
There may however be a situation whereby a pupil over the course of a school year has consistently
displayed an advanced degree of understanding (gold) of the requirements for his/her particular
flight path and may need to be moved up to the next one.
Assessment
Parents/carers can expect to see the flight path that a child is on for a particular subject clearly
written in books/folders along with a bronze, silver or gold target in relation to the degree of
competence expected from the pupil. When work is assessed parents/carers will see an effort grade
along with a bronze, silver or gold judgement and the usual written feedback from the teacher which
should explain what the pupil has done well and specific targets for improvement.

